Particle flow and reaction plane reconstruction performance using the Projectile Spectator Detector (PSD) in the CBM experiment at the future FAIR facility will be presented. The PSD is a compensating lead-scintillator calorimeter designed to measure the energy distribution of the forward going projectile nucleons and nuclei fragments (spectators) produced close to the beam rapidity. The main purpose of the PSD is to provide experimental estimates of heavy-ion collision centrality and reaction plane orientation. Directed and elliptic proton flow are simulated for Au+Au collisions using five heavy-ion collision event generators: iQMD, UrQMD, DCM-QGSM, LA-QGSM and HSD. Reaction plane reconstruction performance was investigated for produced particles transported with the GEANT Monte-Carlo through realistic CBM detector geometry. Simulations are performed for the range of beam energies between 1 and 30 AGeV, which covers the expected beam energy range of the SIS100 and the SIS300 accelerator rings at FAIR. Results are compared with the experimental data from FOPI, HADES, AGS E877, E895 and STAR.
Introduction
The collective motion of the final-state hadrons resulting from heavy-ion reactions contains important information on the collision dynamics. The isotropic, radial flow allows to characterize the collision system at kinetic freeze-out, i.e. when elastic collisions of the produced particles cease. Anisotropic flow results from the conversion of anisotropies in the density distribution into pressure gradients, and thus gives access to the equation of state of dense nuclear matter. At AGS, the experiment E895 measured the proton elliptic flow and reported a transition from outof-plane to in-plane emission at about 6 AGeV [1] . The data indicate an evolution from a stiff equation-of-state below 2 AGeV to a softer one at higher beam energies. Such softening of the EOS is suggestive of a phase transition to a deconfined state. Flow measurements by the FOPI Collaboration at SIS18, however, seem to exclude a stiff equation of state [2] , a conclusion which is in line with earlier results on kaon production by KaoS and FOPI Collaborations [3] .
In order to understand the degree of thermalisation, the features of equation of state, and the in-medium properties of strange particles in collisions of different systems at beam energies in the SIS100 energy range, a multi-differential flow measurements are needed for a number of hadron species, in particular for strange (anti-)baryons [4] . Such experimental program requires a largeacceptance hadron spectrometer, good particle identification through time-of-flight measurements and decay topology, the determination of the reaction plane and collision centrality with good accuracy, and high statistics for systematic studies in terms of system size and beam energy.
One of the facilities which will allow the study collective flow in the beam energy range E b = 2−35 AGeV is the future Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research (FAIR) in Darmstadt, Germany. It is designed to provide a high-intensity heavy-ion beams with SIS100/SIS300 accelerator rings [5] . FAIR will allow for unique research opportunities in the fields of nuclear, hadron, atomic and plasma physics. The Compressed Baryonic Matter (CBM) experiment at FAIR is designed to work in a high luminosity environment and will allow for a precision systematic measurement of production yields, phase-space distributions, correlations, and fluctuation observables for various particle species produced in nuclear collisions measurements [6] . Construction of FAIR and operation of the CBM experiment will start with primary beams delivered by the SIS100 synchrotron which is capable of accelerating gold nuclei up to the beam energy of E b ∼11 AGeV.
The study of collective flow requires the measurement of an event plane which can be done with the Projectile Spectator Detector (PSD) of the CBM experiment [7] . The PSD is a compensating lead-scintillator calorimeter designed to measure the energy distribution of the projectile nuclei fragments (spectators) and forward going particles produced close to the beam rapidity. The main design requirements of the PSD are forward rapidity coverage and sufficient energy resolution to allow for precise collision centrality determination and consequently of the number of participating nucleons and granularity in the plane transverse to the beam direction which is needed for the collision symmetry plane reconstruction. The proposed 44 module design of the PSD covers large transverse area around the beam spot position such that most of the projectile spectator fragments deposit their energy in the PSD (Fig. 1) .
This article reports the CBM performance for the measurement of directed and elliptic flow of protons in Au+Au collisions at FAIR energies using GEANT Monte-Carlo simulation of the CBM detector response and physics input from various event generators. Simulations are performed for
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Collective flow of protons: models comparison with experiment data
Directed and elliptic flow in Au+Au collisions are compared for five different heavy-ion collision event generators, namely iQMD [8] , UrQMD [9] , HSD [11] , DCM-QGSM and LA-QGSM [10] . Simulations are performed for semi-central Au+Au collisions in the projectile beam energy range E b = 1 − 30 AGeV, which covers the range from SIS18 at GSI up to SIS100/SIS300 at FAIR. 
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An example of the collective flow of protons as function of rapidity at the SIS100 energies (E b = 4 and 8 AGeV) is shown in Fig. 2 The slope of proton directed flow (dv 1 /dy) and elliptic flow (v 2 ) at midrapidity as function of beam energy E b simulated with different generators is compared in Fig. 4 with FOPI [2] , HADES [12] , E895 [13] and STAR [14] experimental data. The impact parameter range is chosen 
Particle Flow and Reaction Plane reconstruction in CBM V. Mikhaylov experiments. The flow signals vary strongly with event generators. At the lowerst energy E b = 1.23 AGeV, which corresponds to that measured by FOPI and HADES at SIS18, the iQMD agrees well with the data. For the SIS100/SIS300 energy range E b = 2 − 30 AGeV which corresponds to collisions expected for CBM at FAIR, the DCM-QGSM model is the best in describing the E895 and STAR data. This event generator closely follows the experimental data for directed flow v 1 in contrast to other event enerators and properly describes out-of-plane to in-plane change for the elliptic flow v 2 data around E b ∼ 4 − 6 AGeV. The availability of fragments in the spectator region and the qualitative agreement with the experimental data for directed flow justifies the use of the DCM-QGSM for the CBM PSD performance study.
PSD performance study
The PSD performance for the reaction plane reconstruction is studied within CBMROOT environment using GEANT4 Monte-Carlo simulations with the DCM-QGSM event generator. The simulated geometry of the CBM detector includes Au target, dipole magnet, silicon tracking stations (STS) detector, the beam pipe and the PSD. Figure 5 shows the reaction plane resolution of the PSD simulated with the above described geometry and enabled magnetic field B using four different event generators. 
Conclusion
Performance of the PSD for the CBM experiment is studied using different heavy-ion event generators and GEANT Monte-Carlo response of the detector components. Collective flow of protons is simulated for semi-central Au+Au collisions in the beam energy range E b = 1 − 30 AGeV using iQMD, UrQMD, DCM-QGSM, LA-QGSM and HSD heavy-ion event generators. The proton flow simulated with various event generators at various energies significantly differs from the experimental data. The DCM-QGSM generator is the most consistent with the experimental data on proton flow in SIS100/SIS300 energy range. Even though directed flow of protons differs significantly for different event generators, the PSD reaction plane resolution for midcentral collisions is simular for different generators and fulfills the requirements for the flow analysis.
